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Coming Out to a Packed House 

Delivered to the Olympic UU Fellowship by Joseph Bednarik on June 27, 2021 

 

Happy Pride Month! 

First off, I wish to acknowledge a bit of local Pride history as it relates to this Unitarian 

Universalist congregation:  Once same-sex couples could get legally married, the very first same-

sex wedding locally was officiated by a chaplain from OUUF—Clare Hattler—and Olympic 

Unitarian Universalist Fellowship was mentioned in the front-page article “Sequim’s First—

Signed and Official.” 

You were helping lead the way! 

And as we begin this morning, I want to be perfectly clear:  I am not a member of the LGBTQ+ 

community. And for those who need a briefing, the acronym LGBTQ+ stands for Lesbian, Gay, 

Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, with a plus sign added for good measure. 

The “plus” represents other orientations such as Questioning, Intersex and Asexual, so 

sometimes the acronym appears as LGBTQQIA+.  

The ever-growing acronym! 

Although the acronym keeps getting longer and longer with more letters, I think we—as 

Unitarian Universalists—should feel deep resonance with that inclination toward more inclusion.  

Ever more inclusion. 

This religion that we practice contains the word “Universalist” within its name, so it makes 

perfect sense that we be lovingly curious and enthusiastically supportive of that plus-sign:  

Indicating positive welcoming, so that evermore people are invited in, to create safety in 

community, to acknowledge lived experience, and listen to stories.  

This from the website Bustle: “While the plus in LGBTQIA+ may represent other sexual 

identities such as pansexual, gender fluid, queer, bi-curious, and so many more  it’s also a wider 

signifier of inclusion and acceptance for all experiences.” 
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Key phrase for Unitarian-Universalists:  “a wider signifier of inclusion and acceptance for all 

experiences.” 

Maybe we should consider adding the plus sign to Unitarian-Universalism:  UU+.   Or, perhaps, 

on our better days, UU is already the plus sign among religions. 

Again, to be perfectly clear:  I am a cis-gender heterosexual male who has been happily married 

to a cis-gender heterosexual female for nearly thirty years.  

For those who need a briefing, “cis-gender” means that your gender matches the sex that you 

were assigned at birth. When I was born, for example, the doctor saw a penis, wrote “male” on 

the birth certificate, and I grew up as a boy and became a man and never thought twice about my 

gender identity as “male.”  

This is a text-book example of “cis-gender.” 

Also, as a text-book example of gendered social roles, the doctor I mentioned in the above 

example happened to be a woman. My guess is that many of us unconsciously thought of a male 

when I said the word “doctor.” 

Just saying. 

Back to the main point:  It is not always the case that someone’s sex they were assigned at birth 

matches their gender, and thus the “T” in LGBTQ+: Transgender. People whose gender identity 

does not align with the sex they were born with.   

About 1.4 million adults in the United States identify as transgender, including two young adults 

in my neighborhood and numerous trans folks in the UU congregations I speak at around the 

region. 

This short preamble is to say that I recognize that I cannot speak for the LGBTQ+ community. I 

can only speak for myself as an ally.The “A” for ally is also sometimes added to the string of 

letters to create LGBTQQIAA+. 

I call myself an “ally” for many reasons, mostly because I have a twenty-something daughter  

who is a proud lesbian.  
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She grew up in a UU congregation and quote unquote “came out” as a lesbian when she was in 

her first year in college.  

To celebrate Pride month with a sermon, I asked her permission to tell parts of her story—from 

my perspective—about her coming out.  

She agreed… and wished me luck. 

I would first like to say that my daughter’s partner wears a hat with a message embroidered on 

the front which reads: “Everybody’s gay.” 

So happy Pride month:  Everybody’s gay! 

To set the stage:  

When I was coming of age in the 1970s and eighties in a shrinking Rust Belt town, there was the 

standard run-of-the-mill homophobia that most of us are familiar with:  playground games called 

“Smear the Queer” and the F-word and “Homo” used without regard as common and effective 

slurs. There was also a very mysterious and deadly disease manifesting among homosexual men. 

The one gay bar in town, Big Mikes, looked to be a pretty seedy joint, and the quote-unquote 

“AC/DC” bar, Mother’s, did not present much better. 

One very small counterweight to this was an openly gay character on the hilarious sit-com Soap.  

All this to say:  When I was eighteen I wanted to get one of my ears pierced. This was in the day 

before everyone had everything pierced. I floated the idea one night at dinner, and my parents 

were dead set against it, because a pierced ear—on a man—signified a gay man. I tried to 

explain that an earring in the right ear meant you were gay, but an earring in the left ear meant 

you simply had an earring in your ear. 

I know, I know… at least that’s what the code used to be. 

Anyway… true to being a bull-headed man-child, one night at the AC/DC bar Mothers,  

my friend pierced my ear. The drinking age in New York at the time was eighteen, and our fake 

IDs were immaculate.  
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We were careful enough to soak the blunt stud in a shot of vodka before he forced it through my 

lobe with, eventually, a satisfying pop! 

Note that we were stupid enough teenagers to use a blunt stud, rather than a piercing stud. Who 

knew? 

Now the trick was that I had to keep the stud in for a few weeks, spinning it regularly so a 

permanent hole would form. I kept this stud-spinning ritual successfully hidden from my parents 

for almost two weeks, until one day my younger brother told my parents that he wanted to get his 

ear pierced.  

“If Joseph can do it, why can’t I?” 

“Joseph doesn’t have his ear pierced.” 

“Yes he does.” 

I heard my father’s thundering footsteps as he bounded up the stairs and knew something was up. 

He stormed into my bedroom without knocking, did a quick inspection of the ears, saw the 

glinting gold earing in my left ear, then slapped me across the face so hard that my head snapped 

to the side and my glasses flew across the room.  

“You’re out of here!” he bellowed, as he pointed to the door. 

There is so much swirling around this incident that I will not unpack this morning, but suffice it 

to say my father and I were not on the best of terms at that moment in our relationship. 

Suffice it to say that my father thought his cock-sure, insufferable, and ear-pierced son was now 

a confirmed homosexual and that was the last straw… and thus he did what many parents 

irrationally do to their homosexual children:  Kick them out of that place called “home.” 

The place where these children should feel quote-unquote “at home”—“at home” which, of 

course, means being safe and understood. 

Suffice it to say that over the course of the day—with my mother helping mediate—things 

cooled down and I was able to sleep at home that night. 
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Sidebar:  This incident happened nearly forty years ago. If my father watched the re-play of this 

situation today he would be deeply ashamed of his behavior—and that shame is a sign of growth.  

On this issue he has matured as a human being, as we all—hopefully!—grow and change and 

mature through our precious time on this planet.   

As I replay the incident in my memory, I’m appalled at my arrogance, lack of respect, and 

passive aggression. 

And this one incident of an arrogant teenage boy getting slapped across the face by an irrational 

and angry father is a nearly invisible blip in the long and painful history of violence perpetrated 

against people who desire to love other people who happen to have the same genitals they do. 

I have talked with gay men in UU congregations in the region who tell stories about being  

threatened and harassed and attacked because they were gay.  

That is the only reason: Because this man wanted to be with another man. Horrible stories. 

Terrible stories. True stories.  

My guess is that such stories exist in this congregation.  

Stories that are stark lessons of the kind of pain and prejudice we humans can rain down on other 

humans.  

And just last week I met a man who was doing a long road trip around this country, a sort of 

pilgrimage, and one of his holy sites along the way was the place in Laramie, Wyoming, where 

Matthew Shepherd, an openly gay student from the University, was kidnapped, robbed, pistol-

whipped multiple times, tied to a fencepost, and left for dead.  

“Is there a memorial at the site?” I asked.  

“No, apparently the town won’t allow it, though I found the GPS coordinates on the internet. 

Lots of people visit the site to pay their respects.” 

Let’s take a pause here and use some of our precious breath to say aloud the first and founding 

principle of this religion: Unitarian Universalism affirms and promotes the inherent worth and 

dignity of every person. 
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As in every person, no matter the consenting adult they choose to love. 

Which leads me to family dinner at the kitchen table:  My twin daughters are home from their 

first semester at college and at the end of the meal one daughter says, “I have something to tell 

you.” 

My wife and I looked at her. “Yes?” 

There was a long silence.  

“Ahhh! I don’t know why this is so hard,” she said. 

Finally, after her face turned various shades of red, she blurted out “I’m gay!” 

“Oh, honey, that’s wonderful news!” we said.  

And then to make the point perfectly clear I added, “Sweetheart, if I were a woman I’d be a 

lesbian.” 

A few days later I asked her when she knew she was gay. She told a story being in high school  

and making out in a hammock with a young man and during the kissing session she thought to 

herself,  “Yup, I’m a lesbian.” 

And so began the process of coming out, of revealing to her friends and family and community 

who she was.  

She was careful and deliberate and took pride in the process.  

When her first girlfriend came to Port Townsend for a summer visit, it was extremely important 

for my daughter to tell the congregation of the Quimper Unitarian Universalist Fellowship. 

It was a packed summer service—standing room only. 

When it was time in the service to introduce visitors, my daughter stood with the microphone  

and proudly said so all could hear, “I’d like to introduce my girlfriend Brooke!”  

She was beaming! 

At coffee hour after the service, every lesbian in attendance—most of whom were decades older 

than these two bright college students—made a special effort to find them in the crowd, to 
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welcome them, hug them, to beam love and acceptance to ensure this public coming out was a 

joyous and memorable occasion. 

Thank you, Quimper Unitarian Universalist Fellowship, for recognizing the power of that 

moment for two young lovers, and throwing your arms wide opened in joyous welcome.  

My daughter wanted to be seen for who she was, and she was being seen big-time. 

Later that summer we were heading back East to visit my parents, who are incredibly loving and 

doting grandparents. They are also politically conservative, FOX News devotees, and as devout 

Lutherans, perpetually bewildered about what Unitarian Universalism is. My mom is fond of 

asking why there are no crosses or Bibles in our sanctuary. Color portraits of Republican 

presidents hang in my dad’s office, gifts from the Republican National Committee for his 

generous contributions. Many years ago I suggested that they move to Port Townsend and their 

answer was telling: “Left Coast?  Not living on the Left Coast.” 

So now my daughter’s “coming out” had a new wrinkle:  How to tell Grandma and Grandpa?  

She thought about it long and hard, and asked my advice. I told her that the news would likely 

take some time for them to digest and process, and that telling them in person in real time would 

probably be hard on everybody. We talked it through and decided that the best course of action 

would be to write them a letter in advance of the visit, so they could read the letter.  

Let them do some thinking and talking. Re-read the letter. Re-re-read the letter. Sleep on it.  Do 

some internet research and talk some more. Re-re-re-read the letter, and so on… 

And so my daughter went to work on a “coming out” letter. She wrote down exactly what she 

wanted to say and how she wanted to say it. Draft after draft to refine and clarify. When she read 

her final draft aloud to me, tears streamed down my face. It was gorgeous, completely authentic, 

and every word was hers.  

She started with her deep love for them. She told them proudly who she was. She ended with her 

deep love for them, and how she looked forward to seeing them soon. 

She mailed the letter and I realized she was the same age I was when I got my ear pierced and 

kicked out of the house. 
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Two weeks later she and her twin sister  boarded a plane to go visit Grandma and Grandpa.  

My wife and I were to fly out a few days later. 

My parents had not said a word about the letter and we wondered whether it ever arrived.  

Talk about a rainbow-colored elephant in the room! 

The plane safely delivered my daughters to the airport in Erie, Pennsylvania, and waiting in 

baggage claim were Grandma and Grandpa. Hugs and kisses of welcome, baggage claimed and 

rolled to the car… and a rainbow elephant wedged between everybody! 

Before the sixty-mile ride home, there was the ritual visit to the Cracker Barrel restaurant for 

lunch. Once seated, with food ordered, and rainbow elephant there for all to feel, my father said 

“Well, we got your letter…”  

At this point you are welcome to imagine my daughter’s brave and strong and delicate and very 

gay heart.  

Will it shatter?  

Will it rejoice?  

Will it be wounded beyond repair? 

“Honey… you’re our granddaughter and we love you. And we always will.” 

Those are sentences worth repeating:  

“Honey, you’re our granddaughter and we love you. And we always will.” 

This is the opposite of being kicked out of house and home. 

This is the opposite of being slapped across the face—these are arms opened wide. 

These are people—family—communicating with one other, recognizing one another, seeing one 

another,and loving one another.  

As for the rainbow elephant: That creature was overjoyed to waltz through the exit of that 

Cracker Barrel! 
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Amen  
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